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Dear Counsel:

This lettrr is in response to your earlier correspondence regard Federal Express
Corporations' rersponses to your discovery requests. I apologize for the lengthy
aelay in getting
this response to you. For the reasons set forth herein, r'eagx tetieves its
,"{ro.r.", *"r"
adequate.

Requests fior Arlmissions
adequately an
all in question
has no recordi
review. If you have a recording of the telephone call in quest
requested in FedEx's discovery requests) and F:dEx wilf revi
Fisher, as appro;rriate.

vare

ofthe existence

rping and retaining
in question to
ce a copy (as
with captain

RFA 8 - 1 1: FeclEx reiterates that it denies the requests as written. FedEx admits
Complainant
raised safety-rela.ted issues associated with the industry's package tracking
systems. FedEx also
admits Cornplainant express concern that terrorist groups could use trackiig:information
in
carrying out terrorist attacks. FedEx also admits Complainant suggested f'eApx
ask the Federal
Department of Homeland Security to order airlines to cease making tracking
information
available on-line.
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FedEx deties, thowever, that Complainant used the precise language and terminology
set forth in
the requests for admission, which is what FedEx wis asked to admit. For instance,
FedEx does
not admit that Complainant said FedEx's "practice of providing up-to-date package tracking
information facilitated and maximrzedthe criminal deitruction of cargo, airtraft and human
lives
by granting ten'orists the ability to carefully select the time of detonation," ils set forth in Request
No. 9. Likewise, FedEx does not admit that Complainant said FedEx's "practice of providing
up-to-date pack-age tracking information had the result of encouraging terrorists to
view the
Respondent as ia particularly effective means of utilizing explosive, incendiary and other
destructivtl dev.ises by placing in the terrorists' hands ttre aUltity to select the most optimum
timing for detonation," as set forth in Request No. 10. Consequently, FedEx's denials of the
requests "tts written" is entirely appropriate. Further, FedEx has specifically referred
Complainant to the notes of Todd Ondra (located at FDX 4 000060
- 64) for a summary of the
conversati(cn.

RFA13: FedEx has properly responded to this request, as it is without knowledge or information
regarding the tnlth of the request. As an initial matter, whether or not Complainant held a
position with the FedEx Pilots Association (FPA) at some undefined time bi:tween 1996 and
2002 is totally irrelevant to this cause, and there has never been any allegatign or suggestion that
ComplainaLnt's jnvolvement or noninvolvement with the FPA had any bearing on this case
whatsoeverr. Aclditionally, the FPA was an organization that was separate and distinct from
FedEx, and FedEx has no obligation to determine what position, if any, Complainant held with
that organization.
Interrogatoriesr

INT3 and INT4: FedEx has properly responded to these requests as, at this point, it has not
decided whom it will call as witnesses. As noted, FedEx will supplement ttrese rcsponses as
required. Irurther, FedEx reseryes the right to call any witness identified by either party.

INTT:

Cornplai.nant was placed on NOQ status on or about August 5,2013 to facilitate
scheduling the nleeting he had requested as soon as practical, and Complainant expressed his
understand:ing of this. As is clear from his notes (FDX 4 000060 A4), Todd Ondra questioned
whether Cc,mpla:inant was fit to fly based upon his observations during the meeting. Baied upon
Ondra's concerns, FedEx exercised its rights under Section 15.D. of the colloctive bargaining
agreement iand r,oferred Complainant to the aeromedical advisor for evaluation. pending the
results of the aeromedical advisor's evaluation, Complainant was placed on JrJOe stafus.

Requests fror D<lcuments

Reql: Fedllx will not produce any documents withheld on the basis of attomey-client privilege
or the work product doctrine. Your contention that the production of Todd C)ndra,s notes.
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marked &s personal and confidential (documents Bates labeled FDX
4 - 000060 - 64) constitutes
waiver of any aLnd all privilege related to the entire process is misplaced.
First, Mr. ondra is not
an attome'y for FedEx. As noted in response to Interrogatory No.
1, Mr. Ondra is a Managing
Director of Aviation and Regional Security. He was nJt working i
ey
during compla;inant's interview. Further, the documents you have
client communications or attorney work product. They are simply
notes and lhis typewritten summary of the meeting. Although Mr.
o.rdru marked them as
personal and confidential, this does not impute attorney-client privile
ge and,/or work product
protection to th's documents. Thus, they were produced. Theii produ-ction
is wholly insufficient
to waive applicable privileges to communications and other documents prepared
by company
attorneys in relation to this matter.

Additionally, your chatacteization of Mr. Tice's role in this matter is incorrect and
unsupported
by the record. lvlr. Tice, a company attomey, attended the meeting Complainant
requested and,
in the course of that meeting, asked complainant whether he was ,.Maydiy Mark.,,
Documentation related to that involvement has been produced. while he was
involved in the
process, her was not "actively involved in the investigation of the Complainant,s
physical and
mental health status" nor did he "play[] a leading role in the interrogation of the
Complainant.,,
The record simply contains no evidence of this. His mere participatlon in the
meeting is wholly
insufficientlto w'aive any and all privileges and protections to any and all legal advice
Mr. Tice
may have provi<led the company.
Req6: FedEx reiterates and incorporates by reference its objections set forth in its original
response to Request No. 6. Based upon the additional information provided
in your letter, FedEx
has located three additional telephone calls related to the Laredo incidents. Copies
of these calls
are includerC on the attached CD.

ReqT: FedlEx reiterates and restates the objections raised in its original response. As an initial
matter, the existr:nce or non-existence of documents related to knowledge of terrorist
organizations targeting the operations of cargo aircraft operators is irrelevant to whether
Complainatlt raised security-related concerns in the August 9,2013 meeting. Complainant,s
concems are eithLer objectively related to security issues or they are not. They do not
become
security-related based upon the existence of documents soughi in Request No. Z. Further,
to the
extent any siuch information exists, it is highly confidential and,lor proprietary and
would not be
produced atrsent a showing of relevance and entry of an appropriate piotective
order.

Fedllx's objections are proper. In response to your request that FedEx identifli specific
documents responsive to Request No. 8, copies of responsive documents include
those Bates
labeled FD)( 4 - 000020 - 23 and FED 4 000049 59.
-

\"q8,

-
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Fr;dEx's
documents respo
labeled FDX 4 Req10:

Req

11

: FedEx'

documents resp
identified as res

Req12:

FerdEx'

documents resp'
identified as res

proper. In response to your request that FedEx identify
specific
No. 10, copies of responsive documents include those Bates

st

. In response to your request that FedEx identifli specific
11, copies of responsive documents include those
. 10, Bates labeled FDX 4 _ 000024 _ 4g.
In response to your request that FedEx identify specific
2, copies of responsive documents include those
10, Bates labeled FDX 4 _ 000024 _ 4g.

&eq13: In response to your request that FedEx identifz specific documents responsive
to
Request N<1. 13, copies of responsive documents include ihor"
identified as responsive to
Request No. 10, Bates labeled FDX 4 000024 _ 4g.
Req14: Fe'dEx's objections are proper. Responsive non-privileged
documents have been
produced.

FeriEx's
documents respo
labeledFD,K3Req15:

In response to your request that FedEx identifu specific
5, copies of responsive documents include those Bates

dFDX 4_000i26,728_l2g,I4g_150,17i_181

and.222.

Req 16: Fe<lEx's objections are proper. In response to your
request that FedEx identify specific
documents responsive to Request No. 16, copies of responsive documents
include those Bates
labeled FDI( 4 - 000352 - 353.

Req17: FeclEx's objections to Request No. 17 are proper and are reiterated
herein. As an initial
matter, the llequrlst is ridiculously overbroad and unduly burdensome
in that it seeks ..any
correspondence or communication" from January 2008 to the present
that references Aubum
Calloway in any manner. The Request places no appropriate restrictions
or limitations that
would suggest the information sought is somehow i.rut.a to this case.
Moreover, the mere fact
that ComplaLinant said he had heard rumors that Auburn Calloway
had converted to Islam and
olly insufficient to put all communications that
rs at issue in this case. your letter fails to
levant to your client,s claim of retaliation, or
constitutes waiver of FedEx,s position with
respect to Complilinant. FedEx will not produce the requested
information, nor does FedEx
waive any o.[its arguments or positions with respect to bomplainant.
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Req 18: FrodEx's objections are proper.
response to your request that FedEx identif,z specific
^In
documents respronsive to Request No. t g,
.opi", of resionsive documents include those Bates
labeled FDX 4 - 000060, 63,233,2g1,32g,336_351,
and 356_35g.

Req19: FedEx's objections are proper. In response to your
request that FedEx identify specific
documents responsive to Request No. t g, copies of
resionsive documents include those Bates
labeled FtrX 4 - 000021, 23, 49,72 and, gO_Ot
Req20: FedEx's objections are proper.
response to your request that FedEx identifii specific
_In
documents respran5ivs to Request No. zo,
of resionsive documents include those Bates
"opL,
labeled FDX 4 -- 000060 64,71-72 and 95.
-

\eq22: with respect to Request for Admission No. 6, FedEx did not rely on any documents
in
denying the request. with respect to Request No. 7, FedEx
did
s in
the request. With respect to Request Nos. g _ 1 1, see d
{91VinS
DX 4 _
000060 - 64. \ rith respect to Request No. to, see documlnts
B
065 _
70,74-79 and83.
Req23: FerJEx's objections are proper, as these documents are
not relevant to the claims at issue
and are not likely to lead to the discovery of admissible
evidence. FedEx has produced the
responsive documents that appear in Complainant's personnel
file. FedEx will search for other
responsive documents and will produce any additio.rul."rpon.ive
documents it discovers.
Req25: FedEx's objections are proper. After reasonable inquiry,
FedEx has been unable to
confirm that cornplainant held a position of security chairman
with the FedEx pilots
Association from 2001 to 2002, Complainant's contention that
he did notwithstanding.
Complainant is, of course, free to produce documentation establishing
his position and his
alleged correspondence on the issues identified in Request
No. 25. FedEx, however, contends
that any such infirrmation andlor documentation is irrelevant.
Req27: FedEx has supplemented its response with respect to recorded
conversations in April
2013 (See Req6 zrbove). FedEx reiterates that it is unaware
of any documents, recordings or EIS
related to any call between complainant and capt. Fisher on
Augus t g,2013.
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Req29: FedEx's objections are proper. Any documents related
to any meeting complainant
may have had with someone in2002have absolutely
no bearing on or relevance to the claims
this matter. Absent a more precise description of
G documents sought and an
of their supposed relevance, FedEx will not conduct
any further investigation related
uments,

if

any.

Sincerely,

RAL

RPORATION
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